Virtual PBS KIDS Time
Gather At-Home Materials, Printables, and Event Day Info
Tuesday, Sept. 15 and Saturday, Sept. 19 at 10-10:30am

WUCF Education is so excited to “meet” you at our virtual PBS KIDS Time with HERO ELEMENTARY! We will be watching a fun video to learn all about the properties of some materials and then use the same Superpowers of Science to perform simple tests, observe results, and record our findings, just like scientists! Kids of all ages are welcomed to join us!

Before the event:

1. Gather these at-home materials
   - Paper clip
   - Medicine dropper or short straw
   - Small cup with a little bit of water
   - Paper towel or napkin
   - Wooden craft stick or small stick
   - Small piece of foam
   - Piece of cloth
   - Small rock
   - Small piece of tissue paper
   - Small piece of aluminum foil
   - Plastic lid of any type
   - Pencil or crayon

2. Printables
   - SUPERHERO Mask - Print and decorate, make your own, or wear one you already have.
   - Recording sheet – Print either the labeled or the blank version, or simply make your own using a blank sheet of paper.

On Event Day:

1. Log into the Zoom link you received when you registered.
2. Get your materials and recording sheet.
3. Wear your SUPERHERO MASK and get ready for some fun!

Questions: Please email Janice Sante at janice.sante@wucf.org
Visit wucf.org/family to find more fun activities for the whole family!